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the Contagious Nature of the Yellow Fever. By Alexander 

^oventry Esq., Surgeon, Utica, Oneida-County, New- 
York. ? 

? 

_|_ His article was first printed about twelve months ago, in 
. an American paper, entitled the Ploughboy, published at 
,'hany, and was there published as a communication address- 
01 to the Editors of the Edinburgh Medical and Surgical Jour- 
ai. \ye receivetl a copy of it in this form some time ago; 
dj as there is reason to believe that this is the only channel 

t,rough which the opinions delivered in it can be accessible to e public in this country, we have thought proper to give an 
^ rly place to it, as the result of observations made on the spot 
y a practitioner who lias been about thirty-five years resident 
the regions where yellow fever is most prevalent. 
0 the Editors of ihe Edinburgh Medical and Surgical Journal. 

Gentlemen, 
j Having observed, in your Journal published the 1st of 
t^\nuary 1820, the Report of a Select Committee on the doc- 

tone?* Contagion in the Plague, I have been induced to submit 
jn |?ur consideration some observations, which my residence 
^ ,lls country, for the last thirty-five years, has enabled me to 
Ue 

S ?n a disease which, from its fatality, may not unaptly be 
^ated the Plague of the Western Continent, or New 

^h'?} ^ re^er to dreaded disorder, the Yellow Fever, to 

p 
' 

> ^though unknown in the British Isles, no inconsiderable 
?* her promising youth fall victims, when pursuing their 



l*?4i . 

' 
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fortunes in the Western hemisphere. Iam rather induced t? 

tliis, because I regret to observe, that some of the most respect- 
able medical men in the island have lent the weight of then' 
names to an opinion with which they would never have coincid- 
ed, had their opportunities of observation been equal to that o* 

many American practitioners, who are located in situation3 
where this disease frequently shows itself. 

Having received my medical education in Europe, and witness- 
ed the diseases most prevalent there, I am confident that nothing 
occurs in the British Islands that would enable the medical man to 
form a correct idea on this subject. X know also that it requires a 
residence in particular parts of this country, and that for some 
time, to becomc thoroughly acquainted with the nature of yellow, 
fever. Those practitioners who reside north of the 41 st degree 01 
north latitude, and within 200 miles of the seacoast, except j# 
some unfavourable seasons, in uncommonly bad situations, wu* 
have few opportunities, of studying the nature of this fever. ThlS 

exemption I believe to be much more owing to the hilly or ridgy 
surface of the country, than to the latitude; but south and west 
of these lines, there are tracts of flat country abounding in stag" 
riant water. During a residence of five years on the Hudson 
River, 120 miles north of New-York, I never met with a case 0* 

fever, the symptoms of which resembled the yellow fever. 
ter my removal to the flat country, called the Lake Country? ??* 
met with fevers that bore no resemblance to those previously 
seen, but in which I often recognised the black vomit, and in** 
tense yellowness described in the yellow fever. Acquainted vvitj1 
the diseases prevailing in the cities through the medium of thefr 
newspapers, I had conceived the disorder raging there as one 
of a very different type, and resembling what I conceived to be 
the plague of the Levant, more than the epidemic that was so 

generally spread over the western district of the State of NeW' 
York, and with which I had become so well acquainted; haVr 
ing in my whole family, and subsequently myself, underg?ne 
the disease. But a visit to New-York, in the autumn of 180& 
undeceived me; for in that part of the city near the wharfs, 
bordering on the East River, I recognised, on the first glapfe* 
the cast of countenance with which I had been but too family 
since the 20th of July preceding. It happened also that the 
most intimate friend I had in the city, resided in a low situation 
palled Pearl Street, and had remained there during the season* 
He had the yellow fever himself, also three of his family, two 

0 

yrhom were victims; while his eldest daughter, a beautiful an 
amiable woman, who had assiduously attended her sick PareI1J 
t*nd dying brother and sister, had kept her ordinary health? 
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^ retained the blooming countenance which she brought from e healthy hills of Caledonia. It was conceded by the gentle- 
v i? attended this family, that these were genuine cases of 
d u 

^ever* ^ noted, from the reports of my friend, confirm- 
by the testimony of his physician, the symptoms of this case, 

. found every symptom correspond with those of many pa- 
ents who had fallen under my care; none of whom had been 

^ar the seacoast, and most had never seen any thing larger 
an a canoe or small boat in their lives. Through my friend's 

j, ^'teness, I was introduced to several gentlemen who had lived 
r?Ugh the yellow fever, having lost near relations by it; and, 

jjter the most close attention, I was as fully convinced of the 
entity of this disease with the epidemic that had raged along 

^ 
e Margin of the western lakes, as I was of my own existence; 

llt had I even doubted what I heard and saw, my nose and 
?ftiach gave me ample evidence, that the causes to which I 
tributed the sickness in the west had existed in this city. The 

I lincipal difference appeared to me, that, in the former case, it 
as owing to causes not within the compass of human beings to 

^ event; in the latter, it was self-destruction brought on by 
egiecting those means within their power, and perhaps acting 

of fT a mistaken and very erroneous idea of the foreign origin 
^ 

"lis disease, which they had nursed up, or raised in a hot- 
.> themselves. The great encroachment made on the river, 
jftiated at 90 acres, composed of perishable or perishing ma- 

Ve ? Was evident cause of the mortality in New-York, 
similar to what took place last season at Mobile. Blessed 

Vv 
" one of the finest and most healthy situations in the known 

j r*d> having no marshes of extent that can affect the health 
the vicinity, and abounding on every side with the choicest 

^aterials for building and wharfing, the citizens of New-York 
^ere inexcusable for using such pernicious stuff to fill their 

Wanc^ found their streets on. No city has better opportu- 
th,lep t0 secure and preserve the health of its inhabitants, than 

. 
Voured spot; and it would be the height of madness to 

Init. ^lse theories, and imaginary hypotheses, to preclude the 

preeSsity a strict attention to cleanliness, which is a surer 

if t7entjve than any quarantine laws that can be devised; for 
a 

air of the city is as pure as it ought to be kept, although 
g 

? crew from Havannah or the coast of Africa, should 
0j.11 admittance and die of the yellow fever, you would not hear 
it 1?ew cases 5 but the disease would be arrested the same as 

?uariably when the patients are removed to the pure air 
e 
country. Quarantine laws are useful. Every vessel that s a perishable cargo, or that has not been kept well ventilated, 
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whether she has such men 011 board or not, ought to be clean* 
ed out, white-washed, and ventilated, before she is allowed tc 

approach the docks. Her crew may have gradually becoine 
accustomed to the poisonous effluvia as it gained in strength? 
the same as a tobacco-chevver gets used to that deleterious weed' 
and the air of the vessel, although In a measure inoffensive ̂  
them, may prove destructive to those unaccustomed to inha 
the vitiated atmosphere. 

Since my first observations made 011 the yellow fever 1,1 

1805, whilst in the city of New-York, I have had many ?P' 
portunities of marking the symptoms of fever in unhealthy s1' 
tuations; have collected information from gentlemen who haV'e 
traversed the country, from the north of the Mississippi 
St Mary's, the outlet of Lake Superior; seen gentlemen 
Cuba and the other West India Islands;?and the result 
been, a thorough conviction that the disease denominated yclK 
low fever is epidemic; depends on vegetable putrefaction, 311 

in that short stage which generally attends the fever, is not co$ 
tagious; but, if protracted and assuming a typhoid state, & 
believe both bilious and inflammatory fevers may and often ^ 
the patient may generate an atmosphere around him, whi^' 
without due care, may induce an indisposition in the attendant5' 
But, from what I have observed, I am fully of opinion that )'ei' 
low fever may be pronounced not to be contagious; for, 
move the patient to a healthy and elevated situation, keep I11111 
clean and well aired, and I should expect no more danger fr0*11 
this disease than from a tertian intermittent. Small-pox, 
sles, the chin-cough, and other contagious diseases, are frun 
to prevail at all seasons. We never hear of yellow-fever bef?re 
June or July, in our climate; and the first severe frost ne.ve 
fails to arrest its progress. Thus it commences about the tin 

that vegetable putrefaction begins to take place, and neVe 
fails to stop when cold weather puts a stop to that proCef 

* 

That it is not the offspring of heat alone, we judge from 
1 

not being known in the deserts in Africa: there must j 
moisture and vegetables to putrify, as well as heat. The 
informed practitioners who live in the south and western p_a! 
of America, who have many of them annually opportune j. 
of examining this disease, have no doubt of its nature, 

much suspect you will hardly find a dissenting voice amon-? 
medical men, from Baltimore to New-Orleans, as to the n^Ujjj 
of the yellow fever. The Medical Repository, published 
New-York, and so ably conducted, has invariably combated 
idea of foreign origin. I refer you with confidence to the 

r?u 

fcer published in June last; the Report of the Committee H 
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Pointed at Mobile must be decisive to every unprejudiced mind. 
le official statement by the Medical Society of Maryland, gen- 

^einen who, for practical knowledge and real science, stand at 
head of their profession in this country, seems unanswer- 

le. Were Sir James MacGregor, and Sir James Earle, 
P aced in a similar situation with Mons. La Forte, I have not 
le least doubt that, with the honourable candour of that geu- 
iM^11' vvou^ 'iave their belief in the contagious nature of 
destroyed. Perfectly unintentional on their part, I fear their 

1 resent opinion will be productive of much mischief in this 

tau.ntry. Their opinions have been eagerly quoted by the con- 
^onists. The idea of importation is more agreeable to the po- 

l . ace? who will always with reluctance acknowledge the insalu- 
r% of their particular location, and, with still more reluctance, 

, blnit to the deprivations and restrictions in many cases abso- 
te'y necessary for their own preservation. 
&very office depending on popular election here, we are too 

.Pt to suppress opinions not palatable to the public; and it is 

tl 
possible to enact, and put in force any regulation, although 

j^e}r Preservation depends on it, without the public sentiment 
Us favour: hence the great danger arising from mistaken 
"ons in regard to our diseases. Some respectable physicians 
?st strangely, and some men, much better acquainted with 

fQ 
r business than with medicine, with which latter they un- 

^ innately have a disposition to dabble, have taken into their 
a.ds to differ from the great majority of medical men on this 

. Ject> and have exultingly referred to the statements of these 
vo honourable Baronets. 

th 
0ln dirty state that I found New-York in last April, 

j accumulated tilth of the winter still remaining in the streets, 
sll?uld suspect that the idea of importation had numerous ad- 

t?cates in the city council; for, although the heat was intense,- 
t 

0 

Mercury standing aj; 82 Fahr., no measures were as yet taken 
secure the city from disease. But it is with reference to the 

win ?cttlement making in the south and west, that this question 
an l 

Ve its most important bearing* Much of those tracts, 

a]} ^sPecinlly the points most convenient for commerce, are low 

>Ui?Vla* ant^ *n vicinity marshes 5 yet often within a few 

of l?S' ?l even within one mile, very different locations in point ealth may be made. In one case the settlement may become 

rn?anent, the citizens enjoy health and comfort; on the other 
th v 

^ an injudicious choice, after much property expended, 
Jr)e 

u h?le will have to be abandoned, or the inhabitants continue 
to disease and death : or, should the majority, after 

c suffering, become insensible to the operating poison, the 
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place will still prove a grave to many emigrants. Now, if ^e 

believe in the local origin of the yellow fever, of which I haVe 
no doubt, some discrimination will be made in establishing 

a 

site for a future city; but if this disease is imported and prop;*" 
gated only by contagion, the site is of no consequence, and 
convenience for commerce will be the only consideration, as h?? 
been the case at Constantinople, New-Orleans, Mobile, a? 

many other places that must be within the recollection of thpse 
who attend to the situation of the different cities. From havi^c 
formerly entertained so erroneous ideas concerning a disc8?6 
that was making such havoc in two of the principal cities of 
United States, and having found it impossible to collect any tr^ 
history from the public prints, I have been led to admit, ^ 
many grains of allowance, the accounts we have had of tn 

plague. It has struck me, that a-city like Constantinople* 
the vicinity of 20 square miles of marsh, situated at the outlet 

0 

an immense lake, with a level country in the vicinity, mustmuc 
resemble some positions in America, and be annually subject 
the worst kinds of malignant fever. This, conjoined with t*1 

want of police, the dirty and lazy habits of the Turk, who, 
lieving in predestination, takes no precautions, must give tD 
disease a more terrible character than even the yellow fever. 

If. I mistake not, the plague makes its appearance at CoA* 

stantinople in June and July, and generally disappears in Oct0' 
ber and November; yet some cases are found through the $eK 
son. Here is a strong coincidence with the malignant fever p 
America. I have met with some instances of yellow fever 

111 

midwinter, even in March. The last was a young man, 

by a severe exposure, brought on the disease. An Enghs 
sailor, who saw him when sick, and laid him out, said he re' 

cognised the disease, as he had performed the same office 
some of his countrymen who -died of that disease in the 
Indies. The symptoms described by Dr A. B. Granville 

ar 

exactly those I have myself experienced and marked in a hi*11' 
dred cases, with the exception of carbuncles. I have seen eveJl 

them, although rarely. Livid spots on the body are rather 
common. 

I think Volney describes Egypt as being overflowed at 

certain season of the year. The Nile begins to rise general/ 
in April, and is at its height about the 25th of June. ^ 
gypt is generally an alluvial soil with a flat surface. The re^ 
semblance is striking between the Delta of Egypt and the 
sissippi territory in America. When the Nile rises so as to 

" 

^ 
the ponds, and wash away the putrifying vegetables, the baza* 
and shops are opened in Cairo, and the Franks leave their c? 
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fi ? 

dement. They are then relieved from the terror of the con- 
^?l0Us plague, the same as our citizens in American towns, 
. ?Ql the contagious yellow fever, when the first severe frost 
j. 

,.es place, after which you will see the inhabitants of the Ca- 
lnas and Georgia crowding south, after having spent the sul- 

^ Months in the more elevated regions of the north and cast. 0 wonder that the Egyptians deified the Nile; it affords them 
r1 bread and health, insuring crops and arresting contagion. 

eJ*as frequently struck me, in perusing the travels of different 
of il?irien' w^erever a place was famous for the frequency 
hn 1 P'a?nc> there were marshes or pools in the neighbour- 
0f 

5 which, with us in America, would be suspected for sources 
of ?alj?nant fever. Let us consider for a moment the situation 

^ *s' generally speaking, a plain, bounded on one side 

? mountains, on the other with the sea, and interspersed 
c 

a pools, and fringed with marshes; but here the plague is 
**lUent, The French army became infected; but, when they 

i t(-'red the Desert, on their retreat from Jaffa, regained their 
and their wounds healed; there were no marshes in the 

^esert. Egypt has been long celebrated for being subject to 

for^ent, almost annual attacks of the plague. Let us advert 

js 
a moment to the topography of this celebrated country. It 

Ujai1 extensive level tract of alluvial soil. Volney says, nothing 
^ re resembles its appearance than the marshes of the Lower 

is ^ or ̂ le P^ains ?f Flanders. Again, all this part of Egypt 
c 

So ̂ evel and so low, that we are not three leagues from the 
UQ.f. when we discover the palm-trees, &c.; and, beyond this, 

?,ng is seen but a boundless plain, which, at different seasons 
fieM ^ear' *s an ocean ?f fresh water, a miry morass, a verdant 

Ca 
' ?r a dusty desert. Again, a flat plain intersected with 

thr' under water for three months, verdant and boggy for 
others, and dusty and full of cracks the remainder; a sun 

cj his rays from azure skies, almost invariably free from 
of ' a?d winds almost constantly blowing. For six months 

is 
e year, the water of the Nile, the only water used in Egypt, 

(]r ?. thick, that it must have time to settle before it can be 

d . 
k 5 and, during the three months which precede the inun- 

bec?n' reduced to an inconsiderable depth, it grows heated, 

^{/>tnes green, fetid, and full of worms, &c. Along the coast of 
pro is w^ich^ on account of its shallowness, can only be ap- 
strin 

^ W boats, at a little distance from the sea, is a 

by J* fresh water lakes; these receive the filth brought down 
giw0 e *n *-ts flood* The north wind, which blows the far 
Hs c 

Gr 
^art. ^e year, serves to prevent the river discharging 

?ntents into the Mediterranean, where, by dilution, depositee 
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might become harmless. The water is generally at its heig^ 
about the last of June, at which time the whole country is sub- 

merged. When the Nile returns within its banks, every hollo^ 
or depression of the surface becomes a stagnant pool. Whe- 
ther this depression is an original concavity, or has been thf 
former course of the river, or the bed of an ancient canal, it af- 
fords a receptacle for the water, which, having no exit, is eva- 

porated by the rays of the sun. The water has killed all vege" 
tation, which now decays, mixes with the liquid, and gives ft5 

poisonous effluvia to the air. These tanks continue to pollute 
the atmosphere longer or shorter, according to their depth* 
some having that effect till the season of the next flood, wheU 
the waters of the Nile put a period to the agency; others, tnore 
shallow, having performed their duty, are dried up, richly c0" 
vered with luxuriant vegetation, and are fully prepared for the 
same process next season. This infectious atmosphere becoi?e& 
prevalent first in the month of November, and generally con- 
tinues increasing in virulence till the inundation in June. EgyP1 
is seldom refreshed by showers, but depends for moisture on the 
Nile; the overflowing of which is more regular than the traU'* 
sient passing of clouds. 

In the account of the passage of the British or French ai4^ 
from the coast to Cairo, I have seen it observed by the nar^' 
tor, that while the plague was raging in one village, the inhabi- 
tants of another, within a small distance, were entirely exempt 
although no interruption of intercourse had taken place betweeI1 
them. It is also stated, that the Turkish soldiers were under 
no apprehension of getting the plague, but plundered the hous^ 
where it had been, and wore the clothes of those who died 0 

this disorder. Let us now review the subject. It is agreey 
that, generally, the plague begins to appear at Constantinop 
about the last of June; rarely more early. That city has *^ 
square miles of marsh in its vicinity. Although under a desp0* 
tic government, the dogs and vultures enjoy as much libertyj1" 
the long-nosed quality, and perform the same duties as those 

d 

in the cities of the United States; and the streets of Constat1' 
nople regale the olfactory nerves as much as those of 
York, Baltimore, Boston, or Philadelphia. Now, it seems 

plague begins at Stamboul, about the time it ceases in 

I do not know that we hear of a non-intercourse between t 

two countries, during the following months; yet it is rarely 
ported into Egypt till November, when the ponds and nialS. 
of that country have prepared the atmosphere for its receptl0^t 
Egypt being now prepared for it, the plague begins to abate 
Constantinople, where the frosts have arrested vegetable put 
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^ction. It reigns now with uncontrolled sway over the allu- 

^?n ?f Egypt, where frost is not known, till the water which 
as 'alien in Nubia and Abyssinia, conveyed by the Nile, again 

j 0eps the surface of Egypt, and destroys the source of pesti- 
eice. The Franks then leave their confinement; the bazars 

tlj shoPs are opened; and Egypt is again willing to part with 
e fell destroyer to the Porte, or some other quarter of the 

j.?rld. Although there may be exceptions to this rule, I be- 

aeVe it will be allowed to exhibit the phenomena of plague on 
j pneral scale. Constantinople is in lat. 41 deg. 27 min., Cairo, 

? 30 deg.; which- shows that the probability is, that different 
. e3tis may produce the same effect at the two places. It is not 

j Probable that the excessive heat of Egypt would soon ex- 
daust the moisture necessary for vegetable putrefaction, as the eserts on each side are found to be free from plague. Is it 

jj0t Remarkable, that the plague makes its appearance at the 
about the same time that the yellow fever does in our 

ofles,?that when winter sets in, either disease is scarcely heard ,at these places? In Egypt, where it may be said there is no 
^nter, the plague is arrested by the overflowing of the Nile. 
of? tt?t these circumstances lead us to suspect, that the nature 
*al?e plague is not yet fully understood by Europeans in gene- 
vj. 

? 

Stupid and superstitious as the Turks may be, yet self- 
^ervation has so powerful a hold on the human mind, that I 

suspect they have experience on their side for not be- 
Jug in the contagion of the plague. 

? A he true nature of the yellow fever is every day becoming 
itif understood. I believe that there are very few well- 
i ?rmed men, either in the West Indies or in America, that 

1?' any doubts on that subject. The numerous settlements 

ani ng in the south and west by an industrious, intelligent, 
/ observing people, will throw fresh light on the nature 

disease. The report of a committee similar to that 

?U i/0k^e> who have no preconceived theories to support, 
^at to have great weight in this momentous affair. If it 

c0tls ?Perate as a warning to those who, in future, erect 

^niences for commerce, not to use perishable materials 
ger construction of docks; those who persist in that dan- 

sori?Us Practice be guilty of self-murder, as well as acces- 

*eilses before the act, in the destruction of their fellow-citi- 

the 
' 

-^U1'ing my residence among the marshes and swamps of 
hac^Vest> I watched the condition of two ponds near which I 
a laK?Cca?i?n frequently to pass. They were near the outlet of 

?' When the waters were high, there was a free commu- 
latt 

lon between the ponds and the lake. The waves of the, 
r Passed Into the ponds, and kept the water fresh: but. 
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when the waters began to lower, the waves drove up the sand 
or shingle on the beach, forming a dam across the outlet of the 
pond. If the season proved dry, and the lake continued to de- 
crease in depth, the water-ponds gradually dried up ; putrefac- 
tion began; they emitted a horrible stench; the easternmost 
and most shallow affected the senses often by the last of June, a 
fortnight before the westernmost, and would dry entirely up, 
cease to annoy the smell, and, if no rain fell, become verdant, 
with a growth of vegetables; but the other, whose bottom was 
on a level with the shallow part of the lake, although later in 
polluting the air, would continue the process till arrested by 
autumnal frost. I have known a whole village, in which there 
was not a sick person on the 20th of June, or indeed later, to 

be laid on their beds within 48 hours, evidently from the putrid 
effluvia emanating from these ponds, the fact being ascertained 
by a shift, in the wind, which brought the exhalations directly 
into the place; and some of these people had every symptom of 
yellow fever. 

It has for some time been my opinion, that a distinction 
ought to be made between contagion and infection. Thus 
a disease may be contagious, and not infectious, as psora and 
syphilis; it may be both as the measles and small-pox. I be- 

lieve, that, whatever may be the original nature of a fever, if 

permitted to run a protracted course, it may, under improper 
management, become infectious; yet I am confident that this is 
generally within the control of the physician. Although I have, 
in consultation, seen cases where infection seemed to have been 
communicated, I have not, in a practice of thirty-five years? 
had a single case where fever was propagated in this manner. 

I have found much benefit from the muriatic fumes; it cer- 

tainly destroys the fetor arising from fever in a remarkable de- 
gree. With all the attachment for nosological distinction 
which I imbibed at the school of the respectable Cullen, I must 
say, that I have not unfrequently seen fevers commence with 
highly inflammatory and bilious symptoms, and gradually fall 
into the typhoid state. To those who have witnessed the epi- 
demic diseases of America, the experiment made by Dr M'Lcan 
in the Greek pest-house, and that by the Spanish physician at 
Havannah, were both most unphilosophically conducted. Had 
these experiments been made to show their liability to the ordi- 
nary causes of disease, they might have been satisfactory; but 
what sensible man will decide, whether they caught it by conta-* 
gion or from the air ? The contagionists will support one doc- 
trine, the anti-contagionists another; but let a patient, labour- 
ing under yellow fever, be removed to a healthy part of the 
country, where the disease is unknown; let him be treated as 
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fever patients ought to be; if he then communicates the dis- 
order by contact, ^nd it is disseminated over a healthy region, 
wherd it never existed before, I will then believe in tne conta- 

gious nature of yellow fever; but, amongst the thousands who 
have been removed to the country, I have not heard of such ah 
instance. Let a similar experiment be made with a person la- 
bouring under the pltfgue, and the result will show itself; I am 
induced to believe that the plague in London originated in the 
filth of the city. Frorii observations made accidentally* I am 
convinced that high temperature is not so necessary for the ge- 
neration of yellow fever* In this I differ from some gentlemen 
who advocate the domestic origin. We know that heat alone 
will produce neither plague nor yellow fever; it must be com- 
bined with moisture ; yet the water-carriers of Cairo are almost 

exempt from plague. Now, I believe heat and moisture are de- 
leterious, only as promoting putrefaction. I have witnessed 
this going on at a low temperature, and a large family sinking 
under the effect, unconscious of the latent cause; indeed their 
sensation had gradually become insensible to the fetor, although 
the stench Was intolerable to me, and first led to the discover- 

ing of a putrefying mass of vegetables* the exhalation from 
which a keen and cool west Wind was forcing out of the cellar, 
and diffusing through the house. But I must stop, lest you 
should suspect me of labouring under a cacoethes scribendi, a 
malady almost as incurable as the plague or yellow fever; You 
will easily perceive that I am not much in the habit of commit- 
ting my thoughts to paper. My hopes of recognising these ob- . 
servations in your excellent Journal, depend more on the novel- 
ty of your having a correspondent in the back woods of Ame- 
rica, than in any thing new or valuable in my communications. 
Although I perceive some coincidence in the opinions of Dr 
M'Lean and mine, I can assure you, I never have perused the 
writings of that gentleman, which, from my remote situation, I 
have not been able to procure; all I know of his ideas is 
from the Medical Repository, published in New York* and 
from the pages of your Journal. If I am correct, he has lived 

many years in British India?I have spent the best part of my 
life in the forests, and amongst the swamps and marshes of 
North America* 

Utica, Oneida County, State of Neva York, 1 
North America) Aug. 1820. J 
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